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OAI meetings are one of Open Access / Open Science meetings in Europe in the year in which
they are held. Their focus is on engaging with stakeholders in the scholarly communications
chain.

This year, OAI 11 – The CERN-UNIGE Workshop on Innovations in Scholarly Communication
will be held at University of Geneva on June 19 -21 2019. The main theme of this edition is:
“Open Science – its impact and potential as a driver for radical change”.

 

On the first day of the conference, different topics on FAIR data principles will be tackled such
as:

Making FAIR Easy
FAIR Data Management and Stewardship – A Funder Perspective
Bringing researchers along on the road to FAIR data

 Some of the keynote speakers are:

Bernard Rentier will talk about evaluation processes in an Open Science environment
Jean-Claude Burgelman will close the 3-day Workshop with a paper entitled: "Open
Science: what has been done so far in EU policy and what is left?"
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To know more details about OAI11: The CERN-UNI GENEVA Workshop visit the official event
website.

https://indico.cern.ch/event/786048/overview
https://indico.cern.ch/event/786048/overview

